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Abstract—The generalization error bounds found by current
error models using the number of effective parameters of a classifier and the number of training samples are usually very loose.
These bounds are intended for the entire input space. However,
support vector machine (SVM), radial basis function neural
network (RBFNN), and multilayer perceptron neural network
(MLPNN) are local learning machines for solving problems and
treat unseen samples near the training samples to be more important. In this paper, we propose a localized generalization error
model which bounds from above the generalization error within a
neighborhood of the training samples using stochastic sensitivity
measure. It is then used to develop an architecture selection technique for a classifier with maximal coverage of unseen samples
by specifying a generalization error threshold. Experiments using
17 University of California at Irvine (UCI) data sets show that, in
comparison with cross validation (CV), sequential learning, and
two other ad hoc methods, our technique consistently yields the
best testing classification accuracy with fewer hidden neurons and
less training time.
Index Terms—Localized generalization error, network architecture selection, radial basis function neural network (RBFNN), sensitivity measure.

I. INTRODUCTION

F

OR a pattern classification problem, one builds a classifier
to approximate or mimic the unknown input–output
mapping function , where is the set of parameters selected
from a domain . In this paper, the mean square error (MSE)
and . The
is used to measure the difference between
MSE is widely applied in training real-value output classifiers like neural networks, which classify a given sample by
thresholding the real-value classifier output. The behavior of a
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classifier trained by minimizing an MSE and the one trained
by minimizing a classification error (0–1 loss function) are
different. When two classifiers both yield the same, very small
percentage of training classification error, the one which yields
a larger training MSE would produce indecisive outputs which
are more deviated from the target outputs; so a small change
in the inputs may change the classification results [20]. This
is not desirable and it indicates that the training classification
error is not a good benchmark for the generalization capability
of a classifier. Therefore, selecting a classifier using training
classification error or its bound may not be appropriate.
The classification error for the entire input space is defined as
(1)
where denotes the input vector of a sample in the entire input
denotes the true unknown probability density
space , and
function of the input .
containing
training
Given a training data set
, a classifier
input–output pairs,
could be constructed by minimizing the empirical risk
over , where
(2)
The ultimate goal of solving a pattern classification problem
which is able to correctly classify future unseen
is to find
is desamples [6], [10], [17]. The generalization error
fined as
(3)
Since both target outputs and distributions of the unseen samdirectly.
ples are unknown, it is impossible to compute the
There are two major approaches to estimate the
, namely,
analytical model and cross validation (CV).
In general, analytical models could not distinguish trained
classifiers having the same number of effective parameters but
with different values of parameters. Thus, they yield loose error
bounds [5]. Akaike information criterion (AIC) [1] only makes
use of the number of effective parameters and the number of
training samples. Network information criterion (NIC) [15]
is an extension of AIC for application in regularized neural
networks. It defines a classifier complexity by the trace of the
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second-order local derivatives of the network outputs with
respect to connection weights. Unfortunately, current analytical
models are only good for linear classifiers due to the singularity
problem in their models [16]. A major problem with these
models is the difficulty in estimating the number of effective
parameters of the classifier and this could be solved by using the
Vapnik–Chervonenkis (VC)-dimensions [17]. However, only
loose bounds of VC-dimensions could be found for nonlinear
classifiers and this puts a severe limitation on the applicability
of analytical models to nonlinear classifiers, except for the
support vector machine (SVM) [3], [4], [5].
Although CV uses true target outputs for unseen samples, it
is time consuming for large data sets and, for -fold CV and
choices of classifier parameters,
classifiers must be trained.
CV methods estimate the expected generalization error instead
of its bound. Thus, they cannot guarantee the classifier finally
constructed to have good generalization capability [5].
Many classifiers, e.g., SVM, multilayer perceptron neural
networks (MLPNNs), and radial basis function neural networks (RBFNNs), are local learning machines. RBFNN, by
its nature, learns the classification locally and every hidden
neuron captures the local information of a particular region in
the input space defined by the center and width of its Gaussian
activation function [11]. A training sample located far away
from a hidden neuron’s center does not affect the learning of
this hidden neuron [8]. MLPNN learns the decision boundaries
for the classification problem in the input space using the
location of the training samples. However, as pointed out in
[2], the MLPNN output responses to unseen samples far away
from the training samples are likely to be unreliable, so they
proposed a learning algorithm which deactivates any MLPNN
response to unseen samples much different from the training
samples. This observation is further supported by the fact that,
in many interesting industrial applications, such as aircraft detection in synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images, character and
fingerprint recognitions [9], etc., the most significant unseen
samples are expected to be similar to the training samples.
On the other hand, RBFNN is one of the most widely applied neural networks for pattern classification, with its performance primarily determined by its architecture selection. Reference [6] summarizes several training algorithms for RBFNN.
For instance, a two-stage learning algorithm may be a quick way
to train an RBFNN. The first, unsupervised stage is to select the
center positions and widths for the RBF using self-organizing
map or -means clustering. The second, supervised stage computes the connection weights using least mean square method or
pseudoinverse technique. Some proposed that all training samples may be selected as centers [6], [22]. In [18], a reformulated RBFNN was proposed which was trained by using a gradient-descent method for its parameters. In [26], the selection
of centers is based on the separability of the data sets. The experimental results in [18] and [26] indicate that the choice of
the number of hidden neurons indeed affect the generalization
capability of the RBFNNs and an increase in the number of
hidden neurons does not necessarily lead to a decrease in testing
error. In [23] and [24], the optimal architecture was found by sequentially adding more hidden neurons to a small RBFNN and,
in [25], genetic algorithm was used to search for the optimal
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number of hidden neurons, center position, and width, simultaneously. Thus, the selection of the number of hidden neurons
affects the selection of RBFNN architecture and ad hoc choices
or sequential search are the frequently used methods.
In this paper, we propose a localized generalization error
using the stochastic sensitivity measure (ST-SM),
model
which bounds from above the generalization error for unseen
samples within a predefined neighborhood of the training
samples. In addition, an architecture selection method based
is proposed to find the maximal coverage classifier
on the
bounded by a preselected threshold. RBFNN will
with its
and the architecture
be used to demonstrate the use of the
selection method.
We introduce the localized generalization error model and
its corresponding architecture selection method in Sections II
and III, respectively. In Section IV, experimental results of the
architecture selection will be presented. We conclude this paper
in Section V.
II. LOCALIZED GENERALIZATION ERROR MODEL
Two major concepts of
, the -neighborhood and stochastic sensitivity measure, are introduced in Sections II-A and
II-C, respectively. The derivation of the localized generalization
error model is given in Section II-B and its characteristics are
discussed in Section II-D. Section II-E discusses the method to
compare two classifiers using the localized generalization error
model.
A. Q-Neighborhood and Q-Union
For every sample
, one finds a set of samples which
, where denotes the
fulfills
,
number of input features,
and is a given real number. In pattern classification problem,
one usually does not have any knowledge about the distribution
of the true input space. Therefore, without any prior knowledge,
may
every unseen sample has the same chance to appear; so,
be considered as input perturbations which are random variables
having zero mean uniform distributions

(4)
defines a -neighborhood of the training
Then,
be the union of all
and call it the
sample . Let
-union. All samples in
, except , are considered as
unseen samples (i.e.,
contains no training point other
than ).
, the following relationship
For
holds:
(5)
One should note that the shape of the -neighborhood is
chosen to be a hypercube for ease of computation, but it could
also be a hypersphere or other shapes. Moreover, in the localized generalization error model, the unseen samples could be
selected from a distribution other than a uniform one. Only the
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Fig. 1. Illustration of -union ( ) with 20 training samples. The Xs are
training samples and any point in the shaded area is an unseen sample.

derivation of the ST-SM needs to be modified and the rest of the
paper will remain the same.
B. Derivation of the Localized Generalization Error Bound
Instead of finding a bound for the generalization error for
, we find a
unseen samples in the entire input space
bound on
, which is the error for unseen samples within
only, i.e., the shaded area in Fig. 1. We ignore the generalization error for unseen samples which are located far away
in (6)]. Note that
decreases
from training samples [
when increases

(6)
Let
then
and
, and
be the difference
between the maximum and minimum values of the target
outputs, the maximum possible value of the MSE, and the
number of training samples, respectively. In this paper, we
assume the range of the desired output, i.e., the range of , to

be either known or assigned to a preselected value. Moreover,
is computable because the range of the network outputs will
be known after the classifier is trained. In general, one expects
that the error of unseen samples will be larger than the training
error, so we assume that the average of errors of unseen
samples in
will be larger than the training error of .
By the Hoeffding’s inequality [7], the average of the square
errors of samples with the same population mean converges to
the true mean with the following rate of convergence. With a
probability of
, we have (7), as shown at the bottom of
the page.
Both and are constants for a given training data set when
an upper bound of the classifier output values is preselected. The
is an upper bound for the MSE of the trained classifier for
unseen samples within the -union. This bound is better than
those regression error bounds (based on AIC and VC-dimension) which are defined by using only the number of effective
parameters and training samples while ignoring statistical characteristics of training data set such as their mean and variance.
Moreover, those error bounds usually grow quickly with the increase of the number of effective parameters, e.g., number of
hidden neurons in RBFNN and VC-dimension, while the
grows much slower.
The term
will be discussed in Section II-C. Further discussion on the characteristics of the
will be given
in Section II-D.
C. Stochastic Sensitivity Measure for RBFNN
The output perturbation
measures the network output
difference between the training sample
and the unseen
. Thus,
sample in its -neighborhood
the ST-SM measures the expectation of the squares of network

(7)
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output perturbations
between training samples in and
.
unseen samples in
The sensitivity measure (SM) of a neural network [12]–[14]
gives a quantified data on the change of network outputs with respect to change of network inputs. Intuitively, it measures how
sensitive the network output is to the input change. In [14], every
input or weight is allowed to have its own mean and variance,
and the input and weight perturbations are allowed to be arbitrary. Hence, the perturbed samples ( in Section II-A) can be
.
considered as unseen samples around the training samples
An analytical formula of the ST-SM for a Gaussian activation
function RBFNN was developed in [12], which is independent
of the number of training samples. We assume the inputs are
independent and not identically distributed and weight perturbations are not considered in this paper; so, every input feature
and variance
. The input perhas its own expectation
turbation of the th input feature is a random variable having a
. The
uniform distribution with zero mean and a variance
centers and widths of the hidden neurons are constant and the
connection weights are fixed beforehand. An RBFNN could be
described as
(8)
denote the number of hidden neurons,
where , , and
the center, and width of the th RBFNN hidden neuron, respecdenotes the connection weight between the th
tively, and
hidden neuron and its corresponding output neuron. Let
,
,
,

denotes the probability density function of the input perturbations and
, is the number of input feadenotes the th input feature of the th center of
tures and
. For uniformly
the hidden RBF neuron
distributed input perturbations, we have
. Theoretically, we do not restrict the distribution of the
input perturbations as long as the variance of the input perturbais finite. However, uniform distribution is assumed
tion
here because without any prior knowledge on the distribution of
unseen samples around the training samples, we assume that all
of them have an equal chance of occurrence.
By the law of large numbers, when the number of input feawould have a log-normal distribution;
tures is not too low,
so, the RBFNN ST-SM is given by
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(9)
D. Characteristics of the
From (7), one may notice that the
consists of three major
, ST-SM
, and
components: training error
the constants. The constants and are preselected when the
and the training data set are
confidence of the bound
fixed. Moreover, the constant in could be preselected when
the classifier type is selected by fixing the maximum classifier
output bound. is generally very small for large ; so, they will
not affect the result of comparisons of the generalization capability between classifiers. In contrast, if the classifier could not
generalize the training samples, one may not expect the classifier to have good generalization capability to future unseen samples. Thus, the training error is one of the key components of the
. Furthermore, the ST-SM term measures the output fluctuations of the classifier. A classifier having high output fluctuations yields high ST-SM because its output varies dramatically
when the input value changes. Due to the classifier bias/variance
dilemma, a classifier yielding a good generalization capability
should minimize both terms or achieves a good balance between
the two [19].
An interesting question is: Can
be an effective mechanism for studying a classifier’s bias/variance dilemma?
1) Limiting Cases of
: Obviously, when
, and
. For
, the relationship
holds. We further extend this relationship to
the limiting case of

with
with

(10)

This relationship shows that the limiting case of
with
bounds from above the
. For

(11)
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Moreover, for the limiting case of
from above. When
we have
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bounds
vanishes, and
(12)

for Other Classifiers: The
as well as the
2)
could be defined for any classifier trained with MSE. Examples
include feedforward neural networks like MLPNN, SVM, and
recurrent neural networks such as Hopfield networks. The
for other types of classifier could be defined by rederiving the
ST-SM term for the particular type of classifier concerned.
is deter3) Independence of Training Method: The
mined with no regard to the training methods being used. Only
the parameters of the finally trained classifier are used in the
model could also be used to compare
model. Hence, the
different training methods in terms of the generalization capability of the classifiers being built.
4) Time Complexity: The ST-SM has a time complexity of
. The computational complexities of both the ST-SM
are low and they do not depend on the number
and the
. However, similar to all other archiof training samples
tecture selection methods,
requires a trained classifier and
the time for architecture selections is dominated by the classifier training time. Therefore, the proposed architecture selection
method may not have a large advantage in terms of speed when
being compared with other architecture selection methods, except the two CV-based methods.
5) Limitations of the Localized Generalization Error Model:
The major limitation of the localized generalization error model
is that it requires a function (i.e., ) for the derivation of the
ST-SM. Classifiers such as rule-based system and decision
tree may not be able to make use of this concept. It will be a
for these
challenging task to find way to determine the
classifiers.
Another limitation of the present localized generalization
error model is due to the assumption that unseen samples are
uniformly distributed. This assumption is reasonable when
there is no a priori knowledge on the true distribution of the
input space, and hence, every sample may have the same probability of occurrence. One would need to rederive a new
when a different distribution of the input space is assumed.
We also remark that even though the distribution of the unseen
samples is known, their true target outputs are still unknown,
and hence, it will be difficult to judge how good the bound is.
On the other hand, if both input and -union distributions are
the same, the localized generalization error model is expected
to be a good estimation for the generalization error for the
unseen samples, but this needs further investigation.
and Regularization: From (9), one may notice that
6)
the connection weight magnitude ( in the ) is directly proportional to the ST-SM, and thus, the
. This provides a theoretical justification that, by controlling the magnitude of the
connection weights between hidden and output layers, one could
reduce the generalization error which is essential to the regularization of neural network learning [6].
7) Predicting Unseen Samples Outside the Q-Union: In practice, some unseen samples may be located outside the -union.
This may be due to the fact that the value is too small, and
thus, the -union covers only very few unseen samples. However, expanding the value will lead to a larger
, because

more dissimilar unseen samples are included in the -union,
and a classifier with very large
upper bound may not be
bounds from above the MSE
meaningful. Furthermore, the
of the unseen samples and the MSE is an average of the errors.
bound may still work well even though some of
Thus, the
the unseen samples are located outside the -union. This is supported by the experimental results presented in a Section IV-B.
When splitting the training and testing data sets, naturally some
unseen testing samples may fall outside the -union. However,
our experiments show that the generalization capability of the
is still the best in terms of
RBFNNs selected by using the
testing accuracy when compared with other methods.
On the other hand, if there is a large portion of unseen samples
located outside the -union, i.e., dissimilar to the training samples, one may consider revising the training data set to include
more such samples and retrain the classifier. As mentioned before, classifiers may not be expected to classify unseen samples
that are totally different from the training set. We will describe
an experiment for this scenario in Section IV-C.
E. Comparing Two Classifiers Using the
One way to compare two classifiers is to fix the
value and compare the difference between their values. The
of the
other way is to fix the value and compare the
two classifiers.
and . There exists a
Assume there are two classifiers,
for
yielding
and a
for
yielding
. If
, then
has a better generalization capability because covers more unseen samples but still
has the same generalization error upper bound. In other words,
the architecture selection could be done by searching the funcand seek
with the largest producing
tional space
. This is an important property of
and we
will make use of it to find the optimal classifier with the largest
coverage in Section III.
On the other hand, one could compare the two classifiers,
and , based on their
computed using the same
value. The classifier with lower
is expected to have a
better generalization capability.
or
All other comparison methods by not fixing either
may not be meaningful.
III. ARCHITECTURE SELECTION USING
SELECTED
MC SG

WITH

The selection of the number of hidden neurons in the RBFNN
is usually done by sequential learning [8], [23], [24], [29] or by
ad hoc choice. The sequential learning technique only makes use
of the training error to determine the number of hidden neurons,
without any reference to the generalization capability. Moreover, [8] and [29] assume that the classifier does not have prior
knowledge about the number of training samples while [23] and
[24] do. For ease of comparison with other architecture selection
method, we assume that the number of training samples in our
experiments is known to the classifier. In this section, we proto find the optimal number
pose a new technique based on
of hidden neurons which makes use of the generalization capability of the RBFNN.
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For any given threshold on generalization error bound
, the localized generalization error model allows us to
find the best classifier by maximizing , assuming that the
MSE of all samples within the -union is smaller than . One
can formulate the architecture selection problem as a maximal
coverage classification problem with selected generalization
error bound (MC SG), i.e.,
subject to

(13)

In the RBFNN training algorithm presented in Section III-B,
once the number of hidden neurons is fixed, the center positions and widths could be estimated by any automatic clustering
algorithm such as -means clustering, self-organizing map, or
hierarchical clustering; so we only need to concentrate on the
problem of determining the number of hidden neurons. This
and
because it is not
means that
reasonable to have the number of hidden neurons higher than
the number of training samples.
Problem (13) is a 2-D optimization problem. The first dimenand the second dision is the number of hidden neurons
for a fixed . For every fixed and , we
mension is the
. These two parameters, and , are incan determine
dependent. Furthermore, by substituting (9) into the (7), with
, we have the
for RBFNN as follows:
probability

(14)
Let

. For every , let the
that satisfies
be
, where
is a constant real number
existing because the second-order derivative of
(14) is positive. We could solve (14) as follows:
(15)
Equation (15) could be solved by the quadratic equation and
two solutions will be found for
. For
and being
usually a very small constant when the number of samples is
large, there will be one positive and one negative real solution
because, in (15), the coefficients for the terms
and
for
are positive, but the constant term is negative. This means that
there will be two real and two imaginary solutions for and let
be the only positive real solution among the four. Note that
is defined to be the width of the -neighborhood and as such
it must be a nonnegative real number
else

(16)

For RBFNN architecture selection, (13) is equivalent to
(17)
A. Parameters for MC SG
In (7), the difference between the maximum and minimum
values of target outputs
and the number of training samples
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are fixed for a given training data set, and the maximum
possible value of the MSE and the confidence level of the
bound, namely, and , could also be selected before any classifier training.
In a -class classification problem, one may select
where
and
.
if the sample belongs to the th class, and one minimizes the
MSE of all the RBFNN outputs simultaneously. All the
, and
are vectors, and thus, the sum of
s of all
the RBFNN outputs are minimized in the MC SG. One may
notice that the minimization of the sum of
s of all the outputs is equivalent to the minimization of the average of them.
s may provide a better interpretaHowever, the average of
tion and its range is not affected by the value .
The determination of the constant is made according to
the classifier’s output schemes for classification. For instance,
if class outputs are different by one, then may be selected as
0.25 because a sample is misclassified if the square of its deviation from the target output is larger than 0.25. From (16), one
may notice that the smaller is, the larger number of hidden
neurons will be selected by the MC SG because the value of
those RBFNNs will be zero if its training error is larger than the
value and training error decreases as the of number of hidden
neurons increases. On the other hand, if the value is selected
to be larger than 0.25, the effect to the architecture selection will
be insignificant. Experimental results show that those RBFNNs
yielding training error larger than 0.25 will not yield good generalization capability, i.e., poor testing accuracies.
B. RBFNN Architecture Selection Algorithm for MC SG
The solution of (17) is realized using the following selection
algorithm. The
SG is independent of any training algorithm of the RBFNN. However, one of the fast RBFNN training
methods is employed in this paper for all of the experiments
[11]. Steps 2) and 3) are the unsupervised learning to find the
centers and widths of the RBFs in the hidden neurons and Step
4) finds the least-square solution of the connection weights by
making use of the linear relationship, shown in (8), between the
hidden neuron outputs and RBFNN outputs. Other training algorithms could be adopted in Steps 2)–4) in the following architecture selection algorithm.
The architecture selection algorithm of the MC SG is as
follows.
(
denotes the number of hidden
1) Start with
neurons).
2) Perform -means clustering algorithm to find the centers
hidden neurons.
for the
RBF hidden neurons, select its width
3) For each of the
value to be the distance between the center of itself and the
one of the nearest hidden neuron.
4) Compute the connection weights using a pseudoinverse
method.
5) Compute the -value for the current RBFNN using (16).
6) If the stopping criterion is not fulfilled,
and
go to Step 2).
The stopping criterion could be selected as “ is equal to
the number of training samples” and this will allow the MC SG
to search for all possible number of hidden neurons. However,
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it is computationally prohibited for large data set and we will
discuss heuristic stopping criterion in Section III-C. Moreover,
constructive approach is employed here because it is more efficient to start the search with one hidden neuron, and add one
hidden neuron for each iteration.
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TABLE I
SEVENTEEN BENCHMARKING DATA SETS

C. Heuristic Method to Reduce the Computational Time for
MC SG
Same as the other methods,
is generally not differentiable with respect to
(not a smooth function). One must
values in order to find the optimal sotry out all possible
drops to
lution. Our experimental results show that
is too
zero when the classifier becomes too complex, i.e.,
large, and heuristically, an early stop could be made to reduce
the number of classifier trainings when approaches zero. In
values drop
our experiments, we stop the search when the
below a threshold. In fact, does not increase significantly after
it drops below 10% of the maximum value of being found,
and thus, it is used as the threshold to speed up the MC SG.
IV. EXPERIMENTS ON 17 BENCHMARKING UCI DATA SETS
The experimental setup is explained in Section IV-A and we
present and discuss the experimental results in Section IV-B.
Section IV-C shows the special case when the training samples
are drawn with bias.
A. Experimental Setup
In this section, we compare the MC SG with well-known architecture selection methods [5], [6]:CV, sequential learning,
and two ad hoc methods. Steps 2)–4) of the architecture selection algorithm presented in Section III-B are used to train the
RBFNNs for all architecture selection methods. Every data set
is divided into two parts, training and testing, and each consists
of 50% of the samples. This is repeated ten times to generate ten
independent runs for each data set. Table II shows the average
classification accuracies on the testing sets for these ten runs.
The testing data set is treated as future unseen samples. All into eliminate the effect of large values.
puts are scaled to
Seventeen real-world data sets from the UCI machine learning
repository Table I are used. A wide range of data sets is selected
from image classification, medical informatics, network security, and financial applications. The “DAPRA99 DoS” consists
of normal and denial of service (DoS) types of samples from
the 10% training data set of DAPRA99 data set [21]. The multiple feature data set consists of large number of features while
DAPRA99 DoS, waveform, mushroom, and optical digit data
sets consist of large number of samples. In addition, small data
sets, e.g., iris, wine, and thyroid gland, and medium data sets are
selected to demonstrate that the proposed method MC SG can
be applied to any variation of classification problems in numbers
of samples, features, and classes. Moreover, in the experiments,
a sample is considered to be incorrect if its error is larger than
0.5 (a squared error of 0.25), and therefore, we will use
as the threshold value for the
in MC SG.
As suggested in [5], fivefolds (5-CV) and tenfolds (10-CV)
CVs are used in our experiments. In a -fold CV, the training
disjoint partitions and one of them
data set is divided into

is used as the validation set. classifiers are trained using difvalidation errors
ferent partitions and the average of these
is used as the CV error. The number of hidden neurons which
yields the lowest CV error will be selected. The “sequen_MSE”
and “sequen_01” methods are to add hidden neurons until, reand the classification error
spectively, the training MSE
is minimized. The ad hoc method denoted by “ ” uses every
training sample as a center of RBFNN hidden neurons. The
” selects the number of hidden
other ad hoc method “SQRT
neurons to be equal to the square root of the number of training
samples.
B. Experimental Results and Analysis
Experimental results in Tables II and III show that the
MC SG performs best among the methods consistently in
terms of highest average classification accuracy for unseen
samples, smaller average number of hidden neurons, and fast
in training times without regarding to the numbers of training
samples, features, and classes of the data sets. However, we
note that the differences in terms of average testing accuracies
are not very big, therefore, one-tailed McNemar tests [27],
[28] were performed to examine the statistical significance of
the improvements made by the MC SG. Table IV shows that
the RBFNNs selected by MC SG are statistically significantly
better than those RBFNNs selected by other methods at 0.05
level of significance (i.e., McNemar test value larger than 2.71).
Furthermore, the statistical significances shown in Table IV
indicate that the proposed method outperforms other method
more significantly when the number of training samples is
large. It is also interesting to observe that from Tables II and IV,
none of the other six methods performs the second best consistently in all of the experiments while the MC SG consistently
performs best for all 17 data sets.
Table III shows that the CV method is very time consuming,
and it requires 5 to 10 000 times longer to find the best RBFNN.
The reason that less time is required by the MC SG than the two
sequential learning methods is due to the early stopping of the
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TABLE II
AVERAGE CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY (AND THEIR STANDARD DEVIATION IN BRACKETS) FOR TESTING DATA SET OVER TEN INDEPENDENT RUNS

TABLE III
AVERAGE NUMBER OF HIDDEN NEURONS AND TOTAL RUNNING TIME IN SECONDS OVER TEN INDEPENDENT RUNS (IN BRACKET)

algorithm. However, the MC SG and the two sequential
methods would still be at least five to ten times faster than
the CV methods even if these methods try out all the possible
number of hidden neurons.
A sequential learning method using best training MSE
as a stopping criterion performs better than the one using
training classification error. However, both methods will select
a classifier with a larger number of hidden neurons. Moreover,
they consider the training error only without regarding to the
classifier complexity and generalization capability; thus, their
performances fluctuate. For instance, in Table II, the experimental results for the Pima diabetes, heart disease, German
credit approval, and car evaluation data sets show that the
average testing accuracies of the RBFNNs selected based on
the minimization of the training classification error are 54.37%,
60.37%, 42.99%, and 76.50%, respectively. In contrast, the

average testing accuracies for those RBFNNs selected based on
the training MSE are 72.68%, 79.17%, 69.62%, and 92.33%,
respectively. These experimental results show that the training
classification error may not be an appropriate criterion for
architecture selection of RBFNNs trained using MSE. Moreover, the average testing accuracies of the RBFNNs selected
based on the proposed generalization error model are 79.40%,
83.24%, 76.64%, and 92.35%, respectively. This indicates that
the selection of RBFNN based on training performance may
not be appropriate.
The ad hoc method yields very high accuracy in some data
sets, e.g., wine and breast cancer data sets, while it yields less
than 50% testing accuracy in the experiments of the Japanese
credit approval, German credit approval, and ionosphere data
performs better than the method
in
sets. While SQRT
many data sets, it does use more hidden neurons than the
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TABLE IV
MCNEMAR TEST STATISTICS BETWEEN MC SG AND OTHER METHODS FOR TESTING DATA SET OVER TEN INDEPENDENT RUNS

TABLE V
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR THE BIASED TRAINING DATA SET FOR THE UCI THYROID GLAND DATA SET

MC SG for virtually the same level of classification accuracy.
For example, from the breast cancer data set, the MC SG uses
nine times less hidden neurons than the SQRT
. Both ad hoc
methods are fast in training time because they employ preselected number of hidden neurons; however, this number is usually too large. In addition, for data sets consisting of extremely
large number of training samples, both ad hoc methods may select an unreasonable number of hidden neurons. For example,
the method selects 247 010 hidden neurons for the DAPRA99
DoS data set which is infeasible for training.
One may notice that the testing accuracies of some data sets,
e.g., waveform, ionosphere, and German credit approval, are not
very high. However, our aim of presenting these experimental
results here is not to demonstrate the superiority of our method
for all data sets. Our aim is to present an overall comparison
of the performance of the RBFNNs constructed by our proposed method and that of other popular methods using the same
training and testing data sets.

C. Experiments on a Biased Data Set
With a random splitting of training and testing data sets, the
-union of the training samples usually covers most of the
testing samples with a small value, i.e., the testing samples
are similar to training samples. This would also be the case in
real-world applications of pattern classifier that unseen samples
may not be very dissimilar to the training ones.
In some cases when the training data set is sampled poorly, the
classifier being trained using this data set would perform poorly
for future unseen samples. However, the interesting question is:

Will the MC SG still be working well in such cases? We performed a biased sampling using the thyroid gland data set because this data set consists of fewer features and thus is easier
for visualization. Training samples are selected if its value in
feature 1 is less than 0.57 such that the training and testing samples are approximately splitting in half and their distributions
are shown in Fig. 3. Then, we swap the training and testing data
sets to obtain the second run of this experiment. These processes
are repeated for the other four features to obtain ten training
and testing data set pairs. The results shown in Table V are the
average over these ten trials. Fig. 2 shows the distributions of
training and testing samples in a random, unbiased splitting, and
the shaded area in Figs. 2 and 3 is the coverage of the -union.
From Figs. 2 and 3, one may notice that most of the testing samples are covered by the -union in random splitting while a large
portion of testing samples are located outside the -union in the
biased splitting. From Table V, one may notice that the accuracies of the classifiers selected by all methods are lower than
60%; however the MC SG still outperforms other architecture
selection methods. This indicates that the minimization of the
local generalization error helps minimizing the generalization
error even for unseen samples that deviated from the training
samples a lot.
One may notice that the training error in such a biased training
data set is misleading. Thus, CV methods which depend on resampling from the training samples may not provide good estimation of the generalization error. The two sequential learning
methods depend totally on the training error and they perform
worse than the MC SG; however, interestingly, they perform
better than the CV methods. This may be due to the fact that
CV methods make use of only a portion of the biased training
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Q-union.

Fig. 3. Distributions of the training and testing samples of the biased split for the UCI thyroid gland data set and shaded area is the coverage of the

samples while all other methods use all of the training samples;
thus, the training samples used in both CV methods deviate a lot
more than the original training data set from the testing samples.
In real random splitting, this may not be the case. However, it
is difficult to guarantee the quality of the training data set. In
summary, experimental results show that the MC SG method
finds the RBFNN yielding the best testing classification accuracy with fewer hidden neurons and uses less training time consistently in all 17 data sets.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we propose a new generalization error model
bounds from
based on the localized generalization error.
above the generalization error for unseen samples within the
-neighborhoods of the training samples. Moreover, an archi,
tecture selection method, namely MC SG based on the
is proposed to find the RBFNN classifier which has the largest
is still less than a
coverage of unseen samples while its

Q-union.

was shown to be a generalizapreselected threshold. The
and the experimental results support our claim.
tion of
This paper has demonstrated the use of the MC SG to find the
number of hidden neurons for an RBFNN, while the values of
other parameters were found using existing methods. A possible
extension of our result is to find the values of other RBFNN parameters, e.g., center positions, width, and connection weights,
because these parameters are also
via an optimization of
. However, the tradeoff between the opticoefficients of the
mality of the solution and time complexity will be an important
consideration.
for
Another future work could be the derivation of the
other than the uniform distribution. One could
distribution of
by taking the distribution of
as
ultimately derive the
one of its parameters.
This paper could also serve as a theoretical foundation for fursuch as feature selection and active
ther applications of the
learning. It will also be interesting to investigate the derivation
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of the ST-SM for other classifiers or using objective functions
other than MSE for classifier training.
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